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Harry potter pillow diy

One of my favorite things about the Harry Potter series is the spirit of fun perdiating in the book. Although we readers know that dark things are constantly lurking, darkness makes light moments stand out much more. From Fred and George's actual jokes, to Harry and Ron's satirical intelligence, to
moments where magic is as bizarre as you'd like, there's plenty of fun in Harry Potter books. Sure, Harry has a bit of a hard life at times: he is an orphan, the Dursleys are not super nice relatives, and Voldemort is constantly plotting his return (as well as murder in the process). So yes, darkness puts a
damper on things. After all, one doesn't always feel like laughing when one fights against one of the most evil witches ever. But there's a reason this series is inspired by hilarious parity like A Very Potter Musical: despite sadness, and despite evil, these witches still know how to have a good time. As
Dumbledore said in the films, happiness can be found even in the darkest of times, if one only remembers to turn on the lights. So sit back and enjoy some quotes from HP that make you want you to go to Hogwarts, because it seems to be pure fun.1. They sat by the hour eating whatever they could to
educate on a baking fork - bread, English muffins, marshmallows - and plotted ways to malfoy deportation, which was fun to talk about even if they wouldn't work. , Harry Potter and the prisoner of Azkaban-J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Gory Cup of Fire — Fred Weasley, Harry Potter and the Order of
the Phoenix—J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix—J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix—J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone—Peeves, Harry Potter and the Deathly HallowsImages: Warner Bros. , there's nothing they'll appreciate more than the
homemade Harry Potter gifts. It doesn't matter if it's for a late birthday or a graduation gift, nothing says I love you, and I respect your obsession better than a homemade Hogwarts-inspired gift. No other fan is like Harry Potter fans, and their passion for the series has no limits. Potterheads not only love
books and movies, but they also love swag. Their walls are decorated with prints and pictures, the house colours hang in their closet, and perhaps there's more than one shelf filled with Harry Potter-themed panties - but there's always room for more. No matter the occasion, you can't go wrong with a
Harry Potter-themed gift for the special fan of your life. Birthday, darling. Anniversary - you name it, and there is a perfect magical gift for the occasion. From wands to scar scarons to artwork, your gift selection is endless, and the only thing better than buying one is making it yourself. Your gift will not only
be magical because of what it is, but because of the people who made it. Thread your needle and heat your glue gun, because here are 11 homemade Harry Potter gifts for witches or witches in your life.1. Marauder's custom MapEvery Harry Potter fan swooned when they saw Marauder's map proposal
go viral on the internet, so you know you can't go wrong by trying to recreate that magic for yourself. Use the original Marauder Map from Harry Potter and personalize it with the places that matter most to the person you're giving it to. It will be a gift that your special HP fan will cherish. Always.2. Crochet
Dobby DollDobby Crochet Pattern, $5, EtsyEveryone's favorite magical creature, Dobby elf house will forever have a special place if the heart of Potterhead. Give him a place in bed, too, with this adorable hand hook dobby doll, there are models that can be found on Etsy. He's cute, soft, and complete
with socks and everything.3. Happee Birthdae CakeThe best gifts are the ones that are, so if there is a nerd book in your life that has a passion for Harry Potter that is only competing by their love of sweets, then you can not go wrong with a Harry Potter-themed birthday cake as a gift. Instead of adding to
the long list of failed Pinterests, trying to recreate Hogwarts in cake form, choose the simple but meaningful Happee Birthdae that Hagrid gave Harry on his special day. It may not look perfect, but as Hagrid taught us, appearance can be deceived.4. The Grim MugFor the Harry Potter-loving tea addict in
your life, make them a cup they won't forget by recreating The Grim at the bottom of their cup. It may show the bad things that will come, but for your friends it will not show anything other than how well you know bad things.5. Cross Stitched Hogwarts CrestHogwarts Cross Stitch Pattern, $5,
EtsySweaters, blankets, wall hanging, you name it - peak Hogwarts is the perfect image to add to anything, including gifts. Choose something to add icons too, grab this hogwarts over stitching samples from Etsy, and get your needle ready, because this homemade Harry Potter gift may take some time.



However, looking at the end result, you know that effort will be worth it.6. Homemade Harry Potter WandMike Coppola/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesWhen my nephew asked me to buy him a copy of Elder Wand for his birthday a few before, I was shocked to find expensive ways they could
be. I mean, are these wands really magic or something? Instead of buying your favorite fan wand as a gift, make an alternative. It's a simple and interesting projoect) there are tutorials that can be found on Mugglenet's Potter DIY page), and it will cost a fraction of the price of a store bought one.7. Origami
HowlerIf you need to make a small, last-minute gift to a Harry Potter fan, you can't go wrong with a homemade Howler in place of a boring old Happy Birthday card. Sure, they're meant to scream at the recipient, but you'll be screaming messages of love. There are many easy ways to make a Howler at
home, but the easiest is to watch a video on YouTube, like this from Arte Potter, and try and recreate the magic. When it comes to origami art, practice makes perfect.8. Flying Key Baby MobileCan be the recipient of your gifts not yet a Harry Potter fan, but there is still plenty of time to turn them on,
starting with the nursery. If you have a baby shower to go to and you know parents will be reading Rowling's stories to their children some day, then you also know that they will swoon more than any Harry Potter-themed baby gift, including an important mobile diy fly. Simple to make a beautiful once
completed, this is a unique gift for expecting parents, inspired by the books, and made with heart.9. Monster Book of MonstersT since you can't buy Potterhead in your life a J. K. Rowling book (they have all been there, and many copies of each), you need to think outside the shelves and go with a
completely unique book. That's where the monster book of monsters comes to it. This lovely but terrifying book has terrored Hogwarts students for centuries, and now, it may haunt the dreams of your dearest hp friend who is obsessed when you give them their very own version. Watch a YouTube video
from Lauren Fairweather for a tutorial.10. Weasley Christmas SweaterWeasley Sweater Pattern, $7, EtsyChristmas may come but once a year, but a Weasley sweater is the perfect gift any season. It's healing, it's comfortable, and it will make the fans you give it to finally feel like part of the Weasley
family. A homemade gift that will take some time and planning, models for sweaters can be found on Etsy.11. Time TurnerYou may not be able to go back in time and make your friends younger, but you can give them the gift of time for their birthday. Or, at least, you can give them the gift of a homemade
time Turner. A cute knick-knack will be shown or unique pieces of jewelry to be worn, Hermione in your life is sure to find a place for your HOMEMADE Timeturner. Images: Graham Denholm/Getty Images, Mike Coppola/Getty Images; Warner Bros.; Giphy This site is not available in your country February
1, 2001 11 minutes reading This story appeared in the February 2001 issue Businessman. Sign up » If you're like us at Entrepreneur, and like millions of kids and adults around the world, you're not just a fan of Harry Potter books- you're a fan in withdrawal. It seems that the next book in the series, Harry
Potter and the Order of the Phoenix, may not go to bookstores until 2002, and the first book will not be released until Nov. You have two options: Go crazy or read this article. Like many entrepreneurs, Harry Potter author J.K. Rowling began digging modestly and with big dreams. She had to retype the
entire manuscript for the [first] book because she couldn't afford to have it copied, notes Jeff Blackman, a business growth expert in Glenview, Illinois, and author of Results$ (Successories). Now, more than 30 million [Harry Potter] books have been sold. It's a remarkable testament to [her] perseverance
and passion. Rowling studied French and literature, not business, at university. But she worked for many years at the Chamber of Commerce in Manchester, England. Maybe something rubbing, because young Potter can teach us a lot about operating our own businesses. We're not going to make this
up. Even The Wall Street Journal ran a story about how business muggles were embracing the books, referring to e-mails as owls and ATMs like Gringotts. (Confused by that sentence? Consult Potter Mouth.) Of course, because the Harry Potter books are superficial to children, some of the hidden and
not-so-hidden business lessons seem basic. But, like all eternal truths, you should review them from time to time. So grab your milk and biscuits, pull up a chair, and let's read a story . . . Book 1: Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone Book Two: Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets Book Three: Harry
Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban Book Four: Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire Book One: Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone The plot: Ten-year-old orphan harry potter lives in a cupboard under the stairs in the house of his uncaring relatives, Mr and Mrs Dursleys and their son, Dudley. Harry
learns that he has witch blood and must go to the train station at Kings Cross' 93 4 to go to Hogwarts, a school for witches. There, for the first time, Harry bees friends. He also confronted his enemy, Lord Voldemort. Business Lesson No. 1: Understand the different cultures in your company. On Harry's
first day at Hogwarts, he and other first-year students meet the Sorting Hat, who tells his audience, Try me and I'll tell you / Where should you be. After wearing, Hat sends each student to one of the four dormitories: Gryffindor, Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw or Slytherin. The most talented witches (including Harry)
are sent to Gryffindor, and the sinister bunk in Slytherin, where you'll find Draco Malfoy, the most evil high school student in the fictional universe. Do you know what's really going on in your company? If you're not sure, check out The Shadow Knows for advice on identifying your employees that bring real
power. Larger joint the more cultures you'll have– and you need to be aware of them, said Don Andersson, a business coach in Cranford, New Jersey, and author of Hire For Fit Fit Tap). Reading the first Harry Potter book, he immediately noticed how Hogwarts' academic culture reflected the corporate
world. If you want a new hire to thrive, hiring decision-makers must understand your company's culture well enough to know where [candidates] would be best, Andersson said. An employee may have great skills, but in the wrong culture, they won't really [work]. Business Lesson No. 2: When you own a
company, you should be in a good company. Your partner and employees are everything; You realize that, don't you? Such wisdom is illustrated by Harry's best friends, Hermione Granger and Ron Weasley. Hermione lies to a professor to keep Harry and Ron out of trouble for facing a troll, and Ron risks
dying in a live-action chess game so Harry can stop the Philosopher's Stone from falling into the bad guys' hands. But loyalty is not enough. You also need employees and partners who will tell you what they think, not what you want to hear. And if they're smart, they're all better. Potter Mouth If you
haven't read the book yet, here's a quick guide to the key terms: 9: The platform where the train left off to take Harry to Hogwarts. You will never find it if you are a Muggle. Gringotts: Banks where witches keep their money; Ferocious goa goa goa goa goa to protect it. Hogwarts: The 7-year Academy of
Magic Harry attended. Mudblood: An insulting slang term for the children of a Muggle and a magical parent. Muggle: A person without magical powers. It can be said as an insult or with a little pity in a person's voice. Owl: The owl brings back and out messages not as fast as e-mail, but more interesting.
Quidditch: Think of football on broomsticks, and you've got ideas. Book Two: Harry Potter and the Secret Room Plot: Harry returns to Hogwarts a year later to discover that an evil creature is turning students into living statues. Business lesson No. 1: Initiatives are rewarded. Sometimes the rules need to
be bent or even broken. Caryn Beck-Dudley, a professor of business law and ethics at Utah State University, Logan, observes, If you kick the Hogwarts students out every time they make a mistake, you won't be left with a very ethical organization. And you won't even have Harry Potter. When you're
trying to create a work environment that makes people like to come to work, treat people like people to the top of your list. Read Manage your employees better to learn how to do it. Just as entrepreneurs rarely stick to a 9-to-5 regime, Harry breaks the curfew to sneak around schools and fight evil. When
he flies on his broom against orders, he is not punished in fact he rewarded with a coveted position in the Quidditch team. Why? Because he flew to help a classmate, and he was the best broom-flier the school saw in ages–to the delight of students, professors and even principal Albus Dumbledore. But if
Dumbledore is like The boss, Beck-Dudley said, he wanted to focus on the bad things Harry did. Then either Harry will leave and take his skills elsewhere, or his creativity will be crushed. Business lesson No. 4: Create a nurturing working environment. If Harry Potter worked at most companies, he would
have been fired now, insists Beck-Dudley. Sometimes harsh punishments are not the best remedy, she noted. Business owners often fire someone because it's the easiest [route], without recognizing it creates an environment where people are scared and ineffective. Hogwarts includes everyone. You are
not severely punished if you do not succeed. Poor Neville [one of the students] tried his best but never quite made it and remained part of the group. The focus is on how he contributes rather than how he doesn't. Book three: Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban Plot: Our Hero Returns to Hogwarts,
hoping to stay away from notorious killer Sirius Black. Business Lesson No. 5: Network Operations. This theme runs throughout the series but seems to be best illustrated in this section. Harry and Hermione are good at making contact and paying off. Before the book began, Hermione arranged with one of
the teachers to take three classes at once (via time travel) and get continued before learning. But Harry is the king of life. In Chamber of Secrets, he meets Dobby, an antholade that later saves his life with advice in Goblet of Fire. In Azkaban, Fred and George Weasley (Ron's brothers and Harry's
classmates) provide Harry with a map of Hogwarts showing where individuals are at any given time. In Goblet, Harry supports his opponent, Cedric Diggory, in the Triwizard League; later, Cedric returned the favor. If it wasn't for his contacts, Harry might have been done a long time ago. Need to brush up
on your network skills? Make The Connectioncan tell you just what you need to know to meet and greet with their best. Lesson No. 6: When necessary, abandon your business plan. Less as Harry expected, but he learned to be flexible in this book. (If you haven't read this section and want to, consider
skipping this section.) After hearing that he can't visit the magical village of Hogsmeade with his students, Harry plans to spend the day reading. But when he gets a secret map of the school, he discovers a tunnel to Hogsmeade - then helps him reveal the villains. And although many heroes
(entrepreneurs) may be forgiven for not wanting to cooperate with someone who was once a competitor, Harry bees friends with Sirius, who becomes one of his most close allies. Harry's willingness to quickly change direction impresses Blackman. The choices you make affect your future, he explains. Do
you choose to innovate, imitate or plant? If the last one, you can also abdicate. So many Harry Potters refer to innovative creative thinking from a unique Dumbledore mused: The consequences of our actions are always complex, very diverse, predicting the future is really a very difficult job. You can make
predictions for your company, but you can't trust them. Book Four: Harry Potter and the Gory Gong Plot: Harry returns to Hogwarts and competes in the Triwizard League. Business lesson No. 7:Entrepreneurs win large corporations. Anne Warfield, a business coach, professional speaker and owner of
impression management professionals in Minneapolis, thinks business lessons are the most important in the books. No matter how in it doesn't matter, we think we are, we can have a powerful effect, she said. It is important to get the tools to develop that potential within yourself. Harry does it at Hogwarts
and wraps up Lord Voldemort. Business lesson No. 8: Full funding is essential. Invest wisely. The money Harry inherits from his parents and saves along the way allows him to provide money when George and Fred Weasley need to finance their magical prank shop. Who would have thought? Harry
Potter may not have raised to be an entrepreneur, but he was already a venture capitalists. Character Reviews We ask business professionals how Harry and his cohorts will fare as entrepreneurs. Harry Potter Characteristics: kind, ethical, courageous, headstrong, independent As an entrepreneur: He
wants to be great. He'd be willing to work through the issues to find answers, said business coach Anne Warfield's impressive management expert. His achilles heel: He may not be enough to rely on others, handling every adventure of his own. Like with the spiders, he doesn't think of the danger he
brought Ron into, because his mission to get the answer is to drive him, Warfield said, referring to the moment Harry persuaded Ron to accompany him into the Forbidden Forest in the Secret Storage Room. : loyal, brave, ethical but sometimes more envious of successful people Than a businessman: He
should cooperate with a friend or mentor. Warfield said: He's going to be a better vice president [CEO]. He has the power of personality, but ... . His Achilles heel: Leading was difficult for Ron, Warfield added. He hopes Harry and Hermione will send ideas in advance. Hermione Granger Characteristics:
smart, ambitious, loyal, extremely ethical, serious, kind, friendly As an entrepreneur: She would probably do better than Harry. She is reasonable, detail-oriented and well-connected, says Warfield. She will be the most visionary and profound. Her Achilles heel: She can overwork with her people, Warfield
said. She doesn't know how to do it. to lighten up. Draco Malfoy Characteristics: mean, unsc morally, evil, the kind of guy who wants to send cards on his father's orphan as an entrepreneur: His kind often goes away, says business professor Caryn Beck-Dudley of Utah State University. University.
surrounded by men who have and will manipulate to make things happen, adds Warfield. He will succeed as long as he organizes away and then sells it. His Achilles heel: He's evil, and you know what happens to the last bad guy. Last.
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